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My aim is to express concern� In so many
aspects of our lives we are insensitive to
the significant inner feelings of others� 
We act and react as robots without real
communication between our real selves� 
If I have one underlying purpose� it is to
provide through these pictures  a means
whereby many people may feel these inner
concerns and establish a deeper kind of
communication�”

Virginia Precourt
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Virginia Precourt has long been acknowledged as one of
Boston’s most talented artists, all the while remaining rela-
tively secluded, rarely showing her work in public exhibitions.
In 1967, our father met Virginia and looked at her paintings.
Although no longer showing work by contemporary artists,
he was an enthusiastic supporter, reporting “I have seen no
paintings as original and truly beautiful in this area during
the past fifteen years.”  Two years later he wrote to John
Canady, art editor at the New York Times: “These paintings
are unlike anything I have seen before and, in my opinion,
are going to create a serious ‘stir’.” 

In this second exhibition marking the return of Vose Galleries
to representing the work of living artists, we are delighted to
present twenty-eight paintings, drawings, polyfrescoes and

pasteleafs by Virginia Precourt. By nature reticent, Virginia
has shown her work very sparingly over her career; many of
the works here have not been exhibited before. As a group
they bespeak the artist’s ebullient spirit, wry humor and
creative vigor.

We would like to thank Jonna Kwiatkowski for her thought-
provoking essay on creativity. American Artist Magazine fea-
tured Precourt in their August 1993 issue and has generously
given us permission to reprint excerpts of the article written
by Paula Champa. Our excellent staff has, once again, very
ably assisted in all aspects of catalogue and exhibition
production. 

Abbot W. Vose
Robert C. Vose III

FOREWORD AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Self Portrait
Private Collection

VIRGINIA STROM PRECOURT
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Park, Lincoln, MA; Art Complex Museum, Duxbury, MA.

I transform and transmit my kaleidoscope of mental
images with lasting visual creations that challenge
imagination. 



IN PURSUIT OF PERMANENCE

by 

Paula Champa

This article has been excerpted from the August, 1993 issue of
American Artist Magazine with permission from VNU
Incorporated. © Copyright 1993, VNU Inc., all rights reserved.

It isn’t unusual for contemporary artists to spend
years studying traditional methods in an effort
to achieve the superior technical and aesthetic
qualities admired in the world’s masterpieces.
Yet few have devoted as much energy to
improving upon those methods as Virginia
Precourt. During the last thirty years, this artist
has channeled her creativity into a personal
odyssey on the order of Spanish explorer Ponce
de Leo´n’s legendary search for the fountain of
youth. Precourt’s mission is to create art that
combines technical soundness and beauty with a
previously unattainable degree of permanence.

The artist’s interest in preservation has been life
long. Her early drawings earned her a scholarship to the
Laurel School for Girls in Shaker Heights, Ohio, where she
encountered a sophisticated art department whose instruc-
tors shared her concern for preservation and emphasized
sound, careful technique. In her sophomore year there,
Precourt was the only student admitted to a summer pro-
gram for art professors at the Cleveland Institute of Art. The
experience, along with her early training, formed the founda-
tion of a classical art education that eventually included
studies at Radcliffe College in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the
School of the Museum of Fine Arts and the Stuart School,
both in Boston, the School of the Art Institute of Chicago,
and several art schools in Florence, Italy. 

By the early 1960s, when Precourt settled with her husband
and two sons in a home bordering a wooded pond in Dover,
Massachusetts, and began her career as a fine artist, she had
also acquired some specialized knowledge of the properties
of plastics and synthetics that wasn’t available at the acade-
mies. During several years spent in the commercial art and
design industries in the 1950s, Precourt worked with these
emerging materials to develop their application in household
products and packaging; she also invented new uses for
adhesives and synthetic fibers for the fashion industry. 

The inspiration for Precourt’s artwork derives not only from
her desire to achieve permanence but from what she considers
to be the overwhelming physical beauty of ancient works of
art, such as frescoes and Byzantine mosaics. In terms of more
modern influences, Precourt says, “I’m attracted to the
crystalline brilliance of colors and the atmosphere at high
altitudes as well as the warm light of the Mediterranean.“

Precourt has exhibited throughout the northeast, and her
work is included in the permanent collection of the
DeCordova Museum in Lincoln and the Weyerhauser
Collection of the Art Complex Museum in Duxbury. Among
her professional honors is a John Singleton Copley Master’s
Medallion, presented in 1980 by the Copley Society of
Boston, of which she is a member. Her commissions have
included a mural for the public library in Westwood and a
series of portraits for private collectors. Her work is repre-
sented in more than eighty corporate and private collections
throughout the United States and Europe. 

Persephone’s Gateway, Polyfresco
45 x 60 inches, VP-29



A PERSONAL NOTE

While I have admired Virginia Precourt’s work for many years,
I am equally fascinated by her endless stream of creativity
which continues well into her eighth decade. Not only has
she developed new ways to make artwork more durable —
techniques which she calls “pasteleaf” and “polyfresco” — she
has written a humorous novel and a travel guide for women
(both unpublished), designed clothes professionally, including
a bra for mastectomy patients, and patented a contraption to
hail taxis.

What makes a person innovative? Jonna Kwiatkowski, whose
essay follows, has a special interest in the psychology of
creativity. She defines the word “creative” as “curiosity com-
bined with motivation.”  (How many of us have great ideas
that we never implement!) Virginia Precourt’s definition of
the word is “the birth or spark of new awareness arousing
innovative concepts and productivity.” Virginia and I arrived
at the title for her show — Creative Flow/Alternating Currents
— after discussing some of the strategies that she has devel-
oped over her lifetime that heighten and harness her creative
impulse. One of her techniques is to work on several pieces
at once. When she becomes tired or frustrated with one, she
moves to another work in a different medium, keeping a
fresh approach. Her polyfrescoes can take years to complete.

All of us have experienced the process of creative flow, in
one way or another. In my own work,  before I sit down to

write an essay, I give the subject much conscious and subcon-
scious thought. I read, research and sift through ideas. When
the right time comes (and there are no distractions), words
flow seemingly without effort. It’s one of the most satisfying
experiences of life: the process of discovery, of creating
something new. 

In the seminal tome Creativity/Flow and the Psychology of
Discovery and Invention, author Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
writes: 

What is the relation between flow and happiness? . . . it is
only after we get out of flow, at the end of a session  . . .
that we might indulge in feeling happy.  And then there is
the rush of well-being, of satisfaction that comes when the
poem is completed or the theorem is proved. In the long
run, the more flow we experience in daily life, the more
likely we are to feel happy overall. 

This rush of well-being must underlie Virginia Precourt’s
sunny disposition, sense of humor and passion for art. Her
boundless curiosity combined with large doses of energy and
perseverance have resulted in a body of work that is totally
original, and she leaves her field the richer for her technical
innovations. 

Marcia Latimore Vose
Gallery Manager

Puss ‘n’ Butts, 2001
Oil and casein on baltic birch
16 x 24 inches
VP-31



What makes a person creative? The illusive process that
brings new ideas to life has been a professional fascination
for years, leading me to specialized study and research into
the psychological underpinnings of the creative mind. I have
experimented with the possibility of measuring creativity
and have explored changes in brain waves evoked by creative
thought. The artistic world has provided fertile ground for
research, and I have studied the paths of many intensely
creative artists like Virginia Precourt. Her life is the story of
creativity at constant work.

While there are many ways to study the psychology of
creativity, one of the most accessible for our purposes is to
focus on the traits most commonly found in a creative person.
Researchers will include different traits in their description of
the creative personality, but most agree that at the core
there must be curiosity, motivation, self-confidence, individ-
ualism, and unconventionality.  Virginia embodies the
creative personality.  Her work is as much an expression of
her personality as it is an expression of her experiences.

During the first of several interviews with Virginia Precourt, she
explained the complex process that translates her inspirations
into works of art. “The truth is I’m just a lifelong compulsive
artist, always drawing and always having new ideas. I work
in ever-expanding circles, alternating disciplined skills with
inventive fantasy .  .  . drawing inspiration from places I’ve
been, impressions sustained, people, moods. I visualize 
constantly—always in color—and keep index cards and a pen
by my bed to record revelations during the night before they
slip away. Of the many tantalizing ideas, only a few persist
that I continue to shape and re-shape mentally over a period
of time.  I then decide which techniques, materials and 
format best translate that vision into reality.”

Underlying all of Virginia’s work is a passionate concern for
permanence. While a young student, she learned of the
deterioration of ancient frescos throughout the world and
began asking: What lasts? What deteriorates or completely
disappears? And why? Virginia’s quest for an answer, which
involved years of study and travel to ancient cities, resulted
in a new technique which she calls polyfresco. Ancient fresco
techniques involved painting directly on wet plaster mixed
with lime. Over time the work faded and was subject to 
deterioration from the elements. Virginia’s idea germinated
while she was working at Dow Chemical after World War II.

She was introduced to the new field of plastics and adhesives,
and the thought struck her that these nearly indestructible
compounds could be used as a permanent binder for both
pigment and medium. She spent years experimenting with a
combination of synthetic adhesives, pure pigment and
crushed stone to replace lime and plaster. Through endless
permutations, she developed a recipe that makes her frescoes
nearly indestructible and fade-resistant. Virginia’s innovative
technique provides an example of the definition of a creative
product: the combination of two or more previously unrelat-
ed concepts or processes in a way that is both novel and use-
ful. One of her other important innovations, a technique she
calls “pasteleaf”, enables her to texture and layer pastels onto
sized canvas for permanence without chalkiness, smearing or
color diminution. The beautiful results of these two novel
ideas can be viewed in her work throughout  this catalogue.

˜˜˜

Once an artist has perfected technique, where does the
inspiration for subject matter come from? How does an
artist develop ideas that are powerful enough to disturb
sleep? Virginia offers her own explanation of the cognitive
creative process: “I do think there’s a process, but I think that
to me it’s awareness of something you weren’t fully aware
of.  It may have been generated through travels, through edu-
cation, through any number of things that your subconscious

VIRGINIA PRECOURT: CREATIVITY IN FLOW
by Jonna Kwiatkowski,

with Marcia Vose

Creation of a Polyfresco in process



records, and you begin to grapple with it and then suddenly
something bursts forth.”  Virginia’s definition is surprisingly
close to one that might be used by a cognitive psychologist.1
This awareness of her creative process further confirms the
potency of Virginia’s creative energy.

During a trip through Bhutan and Sikkim in 1985, for example,
Virginia found a Shangrila of light, color and visions. “It was
there, all of a sudden, that I began seeing everything in a
way I had never experienced before. The light seemed to be
made of dazzling brilliance, crystallized color. Every object
was precisely itself, yet abstracted in patterned movement
and flow . . . energy burst from everything!” These inspira-
tions lead to her sunburst series (see cover), the first time
she produced a group of related paintings. “Large paintings,
on canvas, are my greatest creative joy to date,” she wrote.
“I have the continuous feeling now that I’m in the middle of,
participating in, what I’m creating—not illustrating as an
observer for other observers. That is the essence of this work.”

The profusion of energetic, colorful circles she encountered
in Bhutan also led to her painting Self-Portrait with Pi into
Infinity. Hundreds of brightly colored fabric circles float
through layer upon layer of translucent polymer acetate, as
filaments gradually vanish through swirling strands of
gossamer silver. Fronting this, barely discernible, is the
outline of a large circle bisected by one horizontal line: the
puzzle for which Pi is the solution. Using numerous theories
of matter and space, Virginia represents the universe and her
place in it—as one of the infinite microscopic circles of ener-
gy.  With this piece, Virginia once again demonstrates an
awareness of the cognitive processes behind creativity.
Presumably through an unconscious connection, her creation
depicts a neural model that aligns with theories of creativity,
showing that it is through distant connections that invention
often emerges.

By drawing upon multiple experiences and skillful technique,
Virginia creates art that spins with meaning. Hers is the
creative personality in practice, combining wide interests
with the motivation and confidence to pursue new techniques
and themes, culminating in work that is decisively her own. 

1 Some research suggests that creative ideas are more likely to occur in
individuals who shift between different modes of thought more quickly
and more often.  There is a somewhat fixed amount of energy to be
dispersed across the brain at any given point in time.  If most of that
energy is concentrated in one region of the brain, thought is said to be
focused, allowing for analytical processes like solving a math problem,
or creating a timeline.  If most of the energy is instead diffused across
multiple regions of the brain, no one area is highly activated, as in
focused thought. Instead, many areas of the brain are moderately
activated, which allows for new and distant connections to be made.
This is often referred to as loose thought.  People who can shift quickly
between focused and loose thought are more likely to be prepared to
solve a creative problem when one arises because they can identify
the problem (focused) and then test novel ideas by switching to a
looser mode of thought.  My own research has shown that more
creative people shift between focused and loose thought more often,
suggesting that some people may be predisposed to novel thought. 

Self Portrait with Pi Into Infinity, 2001
Mixed media

58 x 48 inches
VP-38

Jonna Kwiatkowski received her Ph.D. in psychology from the
University of Maine. She is currently a Postdoctoral Fellow at
the PACE Center of Yale University, under the directorship of
Robert J. Sternberg.



Precourt’s interest in frescos is considerable, and it has
been the subject of ongoing studies beginning with her art
education and her first visit to Italy. She returned to Italy
several times and traveled to Bulgaria and Rumania to
study the deterioration of and the preservation, removal,
and replacement techniques for a variety of exterior and
interior frescoes. “I thought I could achieve the beauty of
true frescoes without working with all the hemp, lime,
and other materials that take years of training to master,”
she says, “ I wanted to simplify the technique and make it
more permanent.”

BUILDING THE FRAME

The artist builds a framed panel and seals it with shellac
on the back and acrylic medium on the face. The lip of the
frame protrudes 3/4 of an inch above the surface of the
panel. She draws her design onto the face of the panel.

POURING AND WORKING THE POLYFRESCO PANEL

The artist mixes polyvinyl acetate (white glue) with water,

POLYFRESCO “STONE PAINTINGS”

casting stone, pigment and other materials selected to
create textural effects. She whips the mixture until it is
the consistency of pancake batter and then, working quickly,
pours the color onto the desired area. Once on the panel
the “batter” sets. The artist moves on to the next color
and continues the process. She may pour two or more
color mixtures simultaneously, blending them into designs
by tilting the panel one way or another. Additional coats
of pure medium over the top add translucency. 

The panel is workable as long as the base is damp. It may
be painted or sculpted. Textural material such as sand may
be added. The artist may cut through layers of
medium/pigment to layers below. 

The artist seals the panel with two coats of transparent
medium. Final drying time can take up to five months.
“There are so many possibilities — the more you work, the
more you discover,” Precourt says. “Even mistakes turn
out to be fascinating pluses.”

Salt Marshes
Afterglow, 1989
Polyfresco relief
60 x 72 inches
VP-34



Downtown Crossing
Pasteleaf
30 x 44 1⁄2 inches
VP-10

Topiary Garden
Pasteleaf

24 x 60 inches
VP-52



“This method results in a wonderful brilliance. I can build
up layer after layer, and any chalkiness is removed since
the pastel is bound from the rear.” Virginia Precourt devel-
oped this unique technique for pastel painting. She has
experimented with a variety of fabrics as a support, allow-
ing the irregular bumps in the fabric’s weave to catch the
pigments. Then she developed a way to fix the pastel on
to the surface from behind the pigment, so that the color
remains brilliant.

PREPARING THE PANEL

The artist uses polyvinyl acetate (white glue) or acrylic
medium to bond fabric to both sides of a wood panel.
Next she applies  a base color that has been mixed into
either the glue or the acrylic medium. Keeping the panel
wet, she sifts a sand and pumice mixture onto the surface,
which adheres to the acrylic base. After the panel dries
thoroughly, the artist tips it up to allow extra grit to fall

off. She then may sand the surface to a smooth texture
for drawing with graphite or ink. 

APPLYING PASTEL

Working in small areas at a time, the artist applies a mix-
ture of pumice, turpentine and Hasting’s Gold Size to the
panel, fully saturating the prepared fabric. After thirty
minutes the mixture dries to a tacky stage, when the
artist begins to apply layers of pastel. The pastel pigments
stick to the surface. The artist may then apply multiple
layers of color. Once the tacky mixture dries, the surface
of the work consists of solid pigments.

See Paula Champa, “Basic Technique for Polyfresco “Stone
Paintings” and “Basic Technique for “Pasteleaf” Paintings,” in
American Artist (August 1993): 58ff.  Champa provides a step-
by-step guide for these unique techniques.

PASTELEAF

Beaver
Cove
Pasteleaf
36 x 48
inches
VP-06



Clearing Honfleur Quay/Sea Mist, 1987
Pasteleaf

32 x 49 inches
VP-09



(top left)
Provence Inconnue, 2001
Pasteleaf
25 1⁄2 x 35 inches
VP-30

(top right)
Rug Alley — Remembering Kabul
Oil on canvas mounted on 
baltic birch
15 1⁄2 x 22 1⁄2 inches
VP-56

(left)
Imperial Cat: Livia’s Villa, 2001
Oil and casein on canvas
30 x 40 inches
VP-20



Forest Lights, 1960-61
Polyfresco
38 1⁄2 x 31
VP-50

(below)
Sanctuary II

Pasteleaf
26 x 31 inches

VP-35

Art employs an infinite variety. At its best, it is 
disciplined — but not lacking in freedom and
creativeness. It is subtle — but not hidden or
obscure. It is engaging in the sense it demands
attention— but permits a wide range of reactions 
and response. The work of Virginia Precourt
contains all the elements of discipline, subtlety, 
and engagement. In each of her pictures there is
bold evidence of her skill in draftsmanship and 
her command over her materials. There is an idea
explored at several levels of meaning. And there 
is an appeal for understanding that engages 
intellect and sentiment in the most profound ways.

Abram T. Collier, 1969
Past Chairman of the Board, New England Financial
and the Boston Symphony Orchestra



October, 1988
Multi-colored
fabric suspended
on filament
string
8 7⁄8 x 18 inches
VP-27

Sundance in Spring, 1995-2000
Oil and casein on canvas
54 x 72 inches
VP-43



New Earrings, 1994-95
Pasteleaf
39 1⁄2 x 35 1⁄2 inches
VP-25

Interlude
Pastel on paper on canvas

36 x 24 inches
VP-05



Playground
Graphite on paper
71 x 35 inches
VP-08

Fine Feathers, 1979
Colored wax on canvas

65 x 41 inches
VP-13

Uninvited 
Graphite on paper
36 x 16 1⁄2 inches
VP-55



Whistle Stop (Bird on
Train Crossing)
Casein and acrylic on canvas
35 x 47 1⁄2 inches
VP-49

Endangered Species,
Boston Peregrines,
1999
Acrylic on canvas
36 1⁄2 x 48 inches
VP-11



Oak Leaf
Sculptured canvas
� x �� x �� inches

VP
��

Mini Padme: Jewel Heart of
the Lotus� ���	
��
Sculptured canvas
� x �� inches
VP
��

(Back Cover)
Evening Star

Polyfresco
�� �⁄� x �� inches

VP
��
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